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Nightclubbing - Youngs first book in ten
years - includes a foreword by Nile
Rodgers and features iconic party shots
taken at star-studded venues over the past
four decades. Black and white images from
the 70s and 80s and colour images from the
90s and noughties combine to uncover a
crazy
and
wild,
fun-loving
and
free-spirited, racy depiction of the nightlife
inside Londons most famous clubs.
Through Richard Youngs up close and
personal approach, this book follows rocks
stars, socialites, royals, fashionistas, disco
divas
and
dancing
queens
from
Maunkberrys to Embassy Club, Legends to
Tramp. Richard comments: The 70s were
wild with both the gay scene and the punk
scene emerging and breaking ground. The
80s saw English society in full swing and
the dance scene was embraced with gusto.
In the 90s we morphed into colour - not
only through photography but the fashion
got more eccentric and creative. The 00s
was the decade of supermodels, superstars
and super-royals, but also the time where
photography
became
more
highly
controlled. Somehow I still managed to
sneak in a few cheeky shots.
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